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— Government departments
— Regional and local authorities
— Individual researchers in universities and

by the Auckland Regional Planning Information Ser
vice, details of which are given elsewhere in this
issue of TPQ)

commercial establishments

— Publications of the Government Printing
O f fi c e

A plea made by several groups was for a com
prehensive catalogue of available data which could

be kept up-to-date by some central agency.
In this regard, but clearly not giving the com
prehensive coverage that seminar participants were

requesting, the Catalogues and Lists of Publications
available on request from the N.2. Government Print

ing Office together with the Planning Research
Index published annually by the Town and Country
Planning Division, Ministry of Works and
Development, indicate some of the likely sources of

3. Prospects for Models in New Zealand
The fourth workshop session was conducted in
three groups in which each group was invited to

make a contribution to a view of the prospects for
models and to help answer the question "Where do
we go from here?"

In reporting back the groups emphasised the po
tential role of modelling at various levels of planning,
national, regional and local. Although the seminar
had focussed on urban models the possibility of
modelling in rural and maritime situations was recognisd.

published by the Department of Statistics and these
also are of interest and value. Similar concerns have

Future use of modelling was seen to depend firstly
on a clear recognition of the issues involved and on
some firm commitment to grapple with them. Given
funding and the appropriate staff, the use of models
and refinement of techniques wpuld follow. Provided
modelling efforts were justified by performance,

Council (NRAC) which convened several discussions

further and increased commitment of resources
c o u l d f o l l o w. T h e e s s e n t i a l n e e d s t h e n w e r e t o c o

data. News Bulletin No. 20, "New Zealand Statistics"

published by the Town and Country Planning
Division, MOWD in March 1974 was compiled from
Catalogue of N.Z. Statistics 3rd Edition 1972,

been shown by the. National Research Advisory
in 1977. These are reported in Social Science

ordinate available expertise and secure a practical

Workshop/Conference Proceedings, 20 May - 31
October, 1977, published by NRAC P.O. Box 12240,

orientation for creative effort. These endeavours

Wellington.

As a first step towards some central data registry
participants emphasised the need for organisations
to maintain an index of their own data,

(c) Requirements and attributes: The main ones
listed were:
— compatible locational coding

were seen as calling for a co-operative and suppor
tive inter-relationship between the model-makers,
planners, policymakers, and possibly the public.
The next appropriate step to be taken was seen as
the improved dissemination of existing knowledge.
To this end workshop type discussions of existing
models were needed to familiarise the uninitiated
with the potential uses of models. A small group to

act as a "spearhead" was thought desirable to gain a

consistent definition of classes e.g. land use high level of expertise and be available to advise
coding

— disaggregation as far as possible
— dating of data

practising planners. In the first instance, and proba
bly for some time it was thought it would not be
approrpiate to develop new models — available

— compatibility with standard computer techniques should be 'got up and going' first.
M . A . T.
analysis packages eg. SPSS.

— definition of sample sizes and sampling

and Regional Planning", dated 10 March 1977, circu

lated by the Director of Planning, Wellington Reg
ional Planning Authority. This report set out desira

ble improvement to various available statistics and

contained an Appendix setting out sources and limi
tations of local and regional planning data.
(Further progress in this area is expected as a result
of most useful seminar convened in February 1978 at
Wellington by the Government Statistician. — Evi

dence of recent progress at a regional level is given
32-Town Planning Quarterly 48

help me?" Ms Rosemary Brickell, a planning assis

tant with the Northcote Borough Council, one of
Auckland's North Shore suburbs, voiced the query in

that context, pointing out that Northcote was a small
local authority completely surrounded by urban de
velopment and that current changes consisted of in
filling, consolidation and redevelopment rather than
peripheral growth.
'Rosemary's Problem', as the question was dub
bed, was responded to by members of a panel and

the 'check-lists' produced and spoken to by Dr Mark
Wigan and Mr Norman Fisher are reproduced below.

livers the wrong product to the wrong person at the
wrong time. In a technically outstanding manner."
-Eldon J. Williams, Data Processing Director City of
Eugene, USA, at BURiSA seminar University of War
wick, July 1974.

commitment patterns associated with life cycle

5. Socio-economic characteristics of the area and
any changes in these.

Given a fully developed urban area, the following
questions MUST be asked:

• Is it stable in terms of physical condition?

• Is it stable in people characteristics?
• Is it stable in terms of the wider requirements
and trends in the urban environment?

• What objectives are held by the residents of the

area, and what expectation of change?
• What is known of the choice, preference, and
behaviour patterns of the residents w.r.t. public
services and facilities?

Rosemary's Problem on Urban
Management

for

the

area?

• What major actions are proposed by private
bodies?

Mark WIgan
What can an Urban Models Perspective do to aid an

Inner City, Fully Developed Residential District?

Rosemary's Problem on Urban

Analysis of the stock

Management

2. What is the age/life cycle distribution of resi

Norman Fisher

1. What is the distribution of housing stockages?
dents?

3. What changes in prices have been observed?
4. What are the facilities (education, transport,

sewerage, retail, parks) access like, and what
utilisation (and quality) patterns at present and
the past?
5. What are the live planning-related issues in the
a r e a ?

1. Background
The focus in urban planning and modelling has

been primarily directed at expansion or new de
velopment. What approach should be taken to the

planning/management of existing developed urban

areas eg LGA within a large city or rural town? What
is the scope for modelling in this approach?

Status of the planning objectives

2. Major Questions

1. Are there extant or possible major redevelop

i) What are main characteristics of existing area

ment pressures?

policies emergent within the LGA?

"A data processor Is defined as a person who de

4. Ageing of cohorts of residents, and resource

• What objectives are held by public authorities

3. Are there traffic or transport operational de

tive group of officers from regional and local plan
ble planning related data. These are described in
Report 77.23 entitled "Statistical Needs for Local

A question raised for many participants in the
course of the Seminar was simply "how can models

2. Are there extant or probable redevelopment

frames where applicable.

Attention was drawn tothe efforts of a representa

ning authorities to promote the availability of suita

Rosemary's Problem

ning variation applications
2. Household occupancy trends
3. Demographic (migration) rates

velopments in train likely to impact the area?

4. Does the possibility exist of environmental pro
tection measures? Are there local (resident,

conservationist, LGA) organisations committed
to these?

5. Are the servicing systems adequate for the area?
Are they being called on to provide through-

passage for other areas? Will they continue to
be adequate? Are there pressures for altered
standards? (this covers sewerage, access,

water, power, visual amenity, etc)

and community?

ii) What are recent/current major problems
(policy issues)?

iii) What are processes of change in
area/community?

iv) What changes are likely to occur in
area/community over the next 5/10 years?

v) Are these changes acceptable? That is are
there excesses/inadequacies?

vi) What instruments are available to LG to
achieve a more satisfactory result?

vii) What is likely to be availability of final re

sources to LG, and possible demands for those
funds?

3. Major Steps

Numerate monitoring Issues

i) Take stock of area/community

1. Consumption of power, water, retail sales, plan

ii) Forecast changes in area/community
Town Planning Quarterly 48-33

Identify objectives — doing or stopping some
thing
Identify and implement instruments
Establish monitoring system

impressions of the seminar from three
participants

Scope of Stocktake and/or Monitoring
Public facilities

water/sewerage/drainage
health

security (police, fire services)
facilities

^

e.g. shops

Housing (type, tenure, age, size, services, con
dition, price/rent/value, turnover)
Population characteristics
age/sex
marital status/household status

ethnicity
Activity patterns
Community Wellbeing

^ education

social er" ' health

sport/recreation
environmental

economic — jobs available
mobility/accessibility
5. Scope for Models
Demographic forecasting. Traffic simulation. Acces
s i b i l i t y.

touching on three things, the main themes of the

steps now needed to make certain that the seminar is
a continuing success.

There seems to be an increasing awareness, third

Themes of the seminar

into every discussion, and we interpret people's
comments and views differently. I have written down
five points, some of which very much relate to my
own paper. One of the reassuring things in some
senses has been to find that the sorts of things that I

thought were relevant to modelling and urban issues
from my Australian background seem to be rein
forced in discussions here.

It seem^ed to me that one of the major themes coni-

ing out pf the seminar was that we are talking really

not so much about planning in the old way, but
about management of change. And that means that
whilst we are acknowledging there will probably be

fnrTit
ofon
our
urban
areas, both
the
focus/wiexpansion
l be very much
managi
ng change,
At

within

them.

.

Atythis last minute some parcels have arrived from

hLe copies of the papers

I M referring to. There is part of the one by

a? Australia, I would like to read
as quickly as I can:

v i ehave
v ecaused
n t s us
o to
f reconsider
the 'a
s vievv
tjew
years
that
of

planning which arose from the optimistic 19S0's and

elfnoJ?ierHnatSre
of Western styte
chMo^fn ;k changes in g
.. it is not hard to imagine a reasonable man's
refusal to participate in such a probable boon
doggle."
.. better to try something — anything — than to
merely ring one's hands over the futility of it all."
.. the process of model building is educational.

The participants invariably find their perceptions
sharpened, their horizons expanded, their profes
sional fields augmented." — Ira 8. Lowry, in "A Short
Course in Model Design", Journal of the American
Institute of Planners, May 1965.

els, in even a modest scale, in this country it will very

much depend on people in Wellington being willing

always be idiosyncratic because we do not tune

factories
Personal facilities

be that if there is going to be successful use of mod
to help pass the Information around.

As far as the themes are concerned, any view must

o f fi c e s

perhaps hadn't occurred before. That is not neces

sarily a reflection on people in Wellington but it may

focus in on models, and try then to chase around and

seminar, the responsibilities of government, and the

education

ing people an opportunity in talking together profes

sionally, about some of these problems in a way that

critical issues, and focus in on those rather than

I wish to fill the ten minutes allotted by quickly

e.g. transport/communication

Private

Norman Fisher

are ultimately resource allocation questions and are
therefore an essential part of the normal political
processes. Now that's about management.
The second theme that I have discerned is quite a
willingness to become Issue oriented. People are
prepared to try and identify what are going to be the
fi n d u s e s .

I would have thought that if there are going to be
modelling applications in New Zealand they are

the public sector by which governments can influ

more likely to be occurring at regional level. I don't
rule out the possibility, having talked to Rosemary's

ence change. Surprisingly, given the nature of the

problem this morning, that there will be some scope

point, about the importance of other instruments in

subject, there was very little discussion about statut
ory planning. I perhaps in my own references to zon
ing probably mentioned the word as much as any
body else in the seminar work groups, so it was quite
unusual not to be talking about the traditional

weapon for control in development.
A couple of the people who have already spoken
mentioned the changes In time frame and again
there seems to be'no real challenge to the idea that

for using models in local areas. But I think that is

some distance away. Modelling is expensive, often of
human resources or professional skills, when at

local government level you are probably short of
good professionals, and probably you are still trying
to get your decision-makers to be willing to listen to
even fairly modest numerical analyses, much less
very sophisticated models. I would have thought that
local governments in this country, like ours, are

our focus has moved down in time much more than

much more likely to be making use of the results of

perhaps we would have even thought was possible

modelling at regional levels and perhaps, as time
progresses, being willing to try and see if there is
some scope for some modest modelling for them

ten, or even five, years ago.

Now my last point about themes is a matter of
omission. Although Mark has said, and I think people
have generally accepted, that we should be looking
at the various models that are available and tracing
them through to see whether the logic is appropriate
to our problems (I am talking about both sides of the
Tasman) there was no real discussion and no real
Interest in developing new models. I think that is

probably, on balance, a correct judgment. There may

be areas where there are gaps but generally what is
already available can be adapted to our needs. And

that is quite appropriate for our countries, and espe

cially New Zealand, having regard to scale and
scarce resources. We are not in the game, in this very

highly technical sophisticated area of the sciences,
of developing new technology in the modern sense. I

selves but that is probably distant.

The next steps to be taken
How can we make certain that the seminar is a

success, not only the context of three days, but for
the future? I've enjoyed the seminar, and I do get the

impression that it has created a lot of momentum
about a new approach to the problems of your cities.

But my experience in Australia, with a seminar not
too different from this, is unless you make some
conscious decision very soon after the seminar to

establish a process by which the thing keeps going it
will 'disappear into the sands', or whatever is the
appropriate local metaphor. I think one group com

Changes in the nature of households, have lead to a

think we should be quite happy to accept that im

questionning as to whether western cities wil con-

plicit conclusion in all our discussions.

mented about another meeting and that strikes me
as a useful sort of a suggestion, perhaps towards the
end of 1978. Somebody, in government, or university

Sed
some or
trend
hfcflt ^.1iri®th®'°^
® P®®* ^wo decades,
whetherwh^ch
, 'nd®ed,
tST^r"" j"^9e
them
as
historical
aberr^
occurring
during
a
time
of
econofnic
disequilibrium. Previous planning practice has cho
sen a single view of a period some time in tl)e future

Government responsibilities

another meeting just to review in fact where you

and presented it as an end-state plan for a metropoli
tan area. This method of planning cannot cope with
forces
"inri ""sPi
di shifts
n economi
^
forces, and
a number
of imaj
or strategiccand
planssoci
whia
cn

appeared ,m the last decade are now quite
riate for the situations which now exist."^ The paper

how,
recognised
heJr
failin®Pout
gs of statutory
plahaving
nning approach,
we need
to focus in on urban management questions which
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Whilst I don't necessarily challenge the view that

central government may do some sorts of modelling,
that is, actually apply models in certain areas (and I
would hope that they would continue to do so) I have

or the professions, should think about having

have got to. That need not be a full three day semi

nar, it might in fact just be a single day. That might

be just sufficient to make certain that people are
thinking about what they are doing in modelling and

always looked on the role of national governments, have something to aim for in the sense of talking
certainly in my country and I think here, as being very about it or putting something on paper.
much a 'facilitator'. In so far as there is better prac
tise in one place than another, the task is partly to
encourage its transmission by circulation elsewhere.
There is a software-type job for central governments

in making certain that the best practise doesn't stick
in any one place. That may be more a problem in

The list of Models that Mark gave in response to

the request to describe models that could be used on

the Hibiscus Coast verses Albany problem looked
pretty daunting to me.

Australia because of distances but I did feel that this

I don't know how many of those models are availa
ble in New Zealand and I am not certain, once the
seminar is over, how you are going to find out, if they

seminar served an extremely useful function in giv

are available and whether they are actually operaTown Planning Quarterly 48-35

/

tional and who knows about them. It struck me that a Mark Wigan
modest 'clearing-house' might be a useful means The purpose of the seminar was putatively to conthat people might use to find out if the model exists, sider models and quantative methods for urban envito find out if somebody has used it, and to find out ronments. As usual when you get a group of people
how to use it properly. together, because you put one particular banner into
The third point is that at some stage I think that ^|.,g gj,. ygy g^g often very surprised who ends up
you should be trying to broaden the interest in the following it. I think, just as Norman does, that the
matters we have been discussing. Although I haven t heterogeneity of the response has been extremely
felt too lonely I do get the feeling that some of my helpful. I'm not sure what individuals might have got
economist colleagues from the New Zealand scene gyf gf fhis meeting but certainly, from having dealt
could have learnt a lot by being here and participat- y^jfh similarly broad groups in the past, I feel very
ing in the discussion. I am not certain how many heartened by the number of comments which were

people are here, say, from the water and sewage side pgf gf y^g same flavour in the last day as they were in

of government, or from housing, but our discussion fhe first.

has been much broader than I think has been the There are several different measures of success

representation. Although I think it has been a fairly g^y | think the one I would like to concentrate on,

heterogeneous group I suspect that there are other having heard the supremely practical, is the supreme

people who could usefully learn something, perhaps academic, and to say that the only really lasting
even contribute something. changes are the changes in viewpoint. I think that we

And finally, all of our improvements and techni- have had some of those and just sufficient material
ques as professionals on how we analyse situations fg provide grounds for perhaps moving further,
and how we simulate it or forecast it will go for | hope Norman is right in reading in a momentum
nought, if we cannot make our governments, by that because you do need it. I'm afraid that I can't give
I mean elected representatives a bit more thoughtful, ygg {he great wave of supported enthusiasm as how

were to hand, that results of actual runs were there, fair amount of time getting familiar with all sorts of
that people who used the models were there, that at local government problems where a simple numeraleast one of the models was sitting up on a machine tive approach was appropriate. They found that

that people could go and turn the knobs on. the use of these simple approaches produced very

Such a tutorial workshop could reasonably take in beneficial cost benefit returns in very short order,
several different categories of models, work through and provided the confidence and the mutual collecthem and particular applications and examples, pro- tion of sensible judgements and understanding
vide a few knobs to twiddle, in short make them which underlay the next round of longer term work,
accessible. Don't underestimate the amount of effort They also put them into operational form, sufficiently

it will take. Leave at least four or five rnonths to de- operational to actually sell them, and provide backvelop it — you'll need it. But then you will have, if you up servicing. That little step is often left out, but the
spend the extra, singularly energetic effort required models with support are the ones you can trust. But
to finish the job, a resource that you may draw upon, you can only do it with continuity. So somehow
You will be critical of it, inevitably you will say it's you've got to build an umbrella beneath which exselective, it doesn't do the whole job, but it will bring pertise can be built up, and an organisation able to
the basic material together, allow discussion by all provide a service can grow.
the staff and people who come in contact, and put I would suggest, and I would invite you to con-

some potential tools in their hands. sider, the possibility of picking off a few people and
You may be interested in a project that we have giving them an opportunity either under a university
going at the A.R.R.B. It is a very simple one — it just umbrella or a joint governmental organisation
says "get hold of,the land use and urban develop- perhaps with only a short term life. Give them access

ment models that 'have been used around the world to the necessary resources and tell them, "get on

and that are available; get hold of computer tapes; with it — you're in the local government operations

or a bit more receptive to our increased information successful you are going to be in five minutes and

get hold of the user manuals; get hold of application analysis business."

flow. And therefore I think at some stage somebody how easy it is going to be to get there: it isn't. But I

papers, set them up and see if they're really there." If they do it right they will pay for themselves, very

needs to give a paper to the local government con- ggg reassure you that if you don't do it you will regret
ference, or whatever is the equivalent meeting of j{_

set down, and when the results are there I will under- confidence which is so essential to apply this kind of
take to make sure that the Town Planning Depart- modelling expertise. Give it a try.

local government elected people. When is somebody During the seminar I asked a few questions such
going to be starting to get something into the popu- gg "How much does it cost to develop here rather

That task is well under way; much of the material is fast. By doing that they will build up that continuing

ment of this University is supplied with the reports I've spoken to most of the people here in different

lar press to start the change, the general community there?" I got some interesting non-answers,

that may come from that project. It will be another ways. I've found this a most instructive seminar. I'm

ment and urban planning do? Professionals are usu- gggjp before long, and they are going to be posed to
ally a bit hesitant about trying to change the political j|.^ those same rather simple terms. And only at
enviroinment in which they survive or in which they pguncl are you going to find them very easy

u s e i t . t h i n g s w e w e r e e x p e c t e d t o s a y, b u t t h e n t h a t d o e s n t

attitudes as to what professionals in urban manage- you are going to hear those questions posed to you

work. I'm not suggesting that you need to join politi- answer without doing some homework. You have
cal parties or to take political positions. I see no Igg^j {j^^g gt {he moment — if you don't use it I

problem and no reason why professionals should ^g sorry for you, but not sympathetic. If you do

not try and educate the people for whom they ^gg j{ | be as sympathetic and as constructive as I
work. You would probably not want to do it directly g^ig from a distance. The Road Research Unit's

but I am certain that local government elected peo- jgj{ja| sponsorship of the Urban Models report
pie in my country, through some of their meetings provided a good environment in which to try to take

and associations, would be interested in a paper ^^g pgj^{ hesitant step,

tool —just another tool, but I think you are ready to fairly sure that neither Norman nor I have said the

But you will have to build your own tools for your particularly matter — your responses weren't quite

own problems. I can't emphasize this too strongly, the responses we expected either. Thank you.
I've said it several times, but it's one of the truths

nobody wants to hear — calibrating a model for your ■ c ♦

own purposes is quite close to re-building it in your JOhn rOSt©r
own mind. If you think you will pick up a model and I will make a few remarks on my impression of this
use it, give me due warning. I want to start sprinting, seminar. I feel that most people who came along reYou will hang yourself with your own rope. You really ceived an unexpected result, and that they got a
will. You need continuity, you need people. You've much wider definition ofthe word "model" than they
got people capable of doing the work. But how do had in their minds when they came. I think I can

which teased out some of the developments in the

you put them in a position where they can consoli- detect, a double response to this. On the one hand

professional areas, which they oversee, and would so I would like to reinforce the point that you had
probably appreciate the opportunity to contribute better have another meeting, and you had better set
some thoughts of their own so that it would be a gome targets for it fairly shortly. I think the next meet-

formation and access to certain types of resources, to cover the whole range of things that have been

t w o - w a y fl o w. i n g m i g h t r e a s o n a b l y h a v e a p a r t i c u l a r fl a v o u r. I h a v e
As I said, these impressions are fairly idiosyncratic, here some of the proceedings, very nearly completed
It would think that whilst the seminar is 100% sue- ggb ready for publication in the next couple of
cess at this stage, it could be only a 25% success if weeks, of the tutorial-oriented workshop that I ran in
there is not some thought and action taken to main- Melbourne, with the co-operation of the Bureau of

tain

interest.

Transport

Economics.

We put together a working workshop aimed at
middle management level; people having lost touch
with models, and some of those who wished they
had; and we made sure it was a broad coverage. We
made sure that some of the tools of the trade were
36-Town Planning Quarterly 48

'up' on the local computer, that operating manuals

date and develop their expertise, make it accessible there has been a sort of a disappointment, that this
and use it? has produced too wide a scene to be capable of sen-

They too need continuity, they need access to in- sible resolution. If we use a single word like 'model'

and the only known way of storing intellectual re- described here ranging from a simple graph on the

sources is on computers. Everybody says "let's find blackboard, to a diagram that represents the possi-

a way of keeping it off the computer." I'm sorry, but bility of hooking about 16 models together then I

you're not going to be able to do that. Recognise the wonder whether we are capable of coming to any

advantages of the computer. Store your know-how sensible resolution about such a disparative thing,

on the computer — then it is accessible to you all. The second response, though, was that we might
The Royal Institute of Public Administration in Bri- go on hiding in our small, relatively, distant place at
tain had the identical problem which they referred to the bottom of the Pacific, with a conscious, accep-

as 'operational research for
set up a small organisation,
secondment for a short time,
main of operational research

local government'. They tance that large complex information hungry apthe staff appointed by proaches are not relevant in our scene. What I want
and consisting in the to say, if they have been your own responses, is that
analysts. They spent a you should reflect on them, because I think they are
Town Planning Quarterly 48-37

Initial gut reactions and they may not be reliable.

scribed by Mark Wigan. I would like you to think

When we decide on what we are going to do in New
Zealand we should be a little bit deeper in thought

about that and to reflect on those sorts of issues. But

than just those initial gut reactions we've had here —
if I am correct in interpreting what they were.

The other point I wish to make is to take up one

even if we do decide, to set up a new organisation
rather than rely on one that's already there, that is
not going to be sufficient. You've just got to get in
and try — there's no other way. And as Mark has told

that Norman made, and that is to say that we will

you, you're going to make a lot of mistakes. But I

always, in this country, have an adaptive rather than
an inventive or innovative technology. We just don't
have the resources. Our technology must be based
on the understanding that we take something that
somebody else has done and we adapt it to our use.
If we think we are a modern society, albeit small,

lington to make sure the thing carries on. It's got to

with a small resource base, and we want to be com

don't really think that we can afford to sit down and
wait for something to happen, for some vague body
to be set up or some department unspecified in Wel
be by our own efforts.

The other point that I would like to leave you with
is that I am concerned, very seriously, with a lack of

petitive, we can't afford to respond by saying "we're

what I consider to be proper professional response

little bit." What we've got to do is make a conscious
decision, select a small group, maybe even one, and

I think we've seriously got to think just where the
engineering and planning professions are and what

going to have all of these models and use them a to the issues facing this country at this time.
really work it. That's what we've got to seriously

think about. And I don't think many people have
started to address that problem.

I would like to finish by saying, or giving some sort

relevance they do have. Whatever stance you may
take on that issue, there's one thing clear in my mind
— if we don't get into these sorts of activities that
we've been talking about people may find that two

of background to the poeple here about how Road

professions can be readily done away with. Thank

Research Unit has got involved in this area and my

you.

impressions as to why it has/done so. I think the
/ committee involved Is probably going to have quite a
different viewpoint after this seminar than it had be
fore as one or two members are present.

j Well, let's be straightforward, urban models or

W urban development issues, urban management is

sues, call them /what you will, are relatively

I Reference:

1. Mant, J.H., Changing Urban Administration and
Policy: South Australia, UNESCO Seminar on
Urban Management Processes, Raywood, near
Adelaide, August, 1977.

peripheral to the operations of the organisation that
employs me — the National Roads Board. It is
prepared to commit some resources — it has already
done so. We are proposing, if we can get a lead from
this seminar, to go further.
But the total effort which we need now, just to

catch up, is going to have to be a co-operative exer
cise of which my organisation supplies something of
the order of ten or fifteen per cent of the effort. And

local government is just going to have to get off its

collective seat and do something. I think that you

should consider very seriously the suggestion that
Mark made. And that you should take the initiative
along those lines. I can't see that it's a feasible prop
osition for central government to take that initiative.

You guys have got to help yourselves. You can't rely
on Big Daddy in Wellington.
When we selected this university to do the initial
research exercise we did so, not so much on the view

that we thought that they would produce the best
result, but certainly, in my mind, on the view that this

is the proper place for this body of expertise to re
Ideal process of model making in relation to the reality
side, this university having schools of engineering,
and architecture, and town planning. Now quite
frankly I've been disappointed, and it might be that Source: Echenique, M. 'Models: a discussion'. Land
we should now cut our losses and conclude that the

Use and Built Form Studies, W.P.6, March 1968.

university is not really interested in this, and we
should set up an organisation along the lines de38-Town Planning Quarterly 48
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